
User completed account migration 

SW version on user's dSS 

dS Smart Home App version 1.8.0 or older 1.9.0 or newer 1.8.0 or older 1.9.0 or newer 1.8.0 or older 1.9.0 or newer 1.8.0 or older 1.9.0 or newer

… impact on …

Existing dSS to dS Cloud connection 

(i.e. dSS already had a connection to 

the dS Cloud prior to 06.04.2021)

Creating new dSS to dS Cloud 

connection using my.dS add-on app 

on dSS (i.e. dSS on-boarding after 

06.04.2021)

Existing dS cloud connection of dS 

Smart Home app to dSS (i.e. remote 

connection of app was established 

before 06.04.2021)

Will continue operating 

but at some time in the 

future it will be 

necessary to 

(1) update to the newest 

app version

(2) complete account 

migration

(3) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but eventually in the 

coming months it will be 

necessary to

(1) complete account 

migration

(2) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but eventually it will be 

necessary to 

(1) update to the newest 

app version

(2) complete account 

migration

(3) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but eventually in the 

coming months it will be 

necessary to

(1) complete account 

migration

(2) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but at some time in the 

future it will be 

necessary to 

(1) update to the newest 

app version

(2) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but eventually in the 

coming months, a re-

login in the app with the 

migrated account is 

necessary

Will continue operating 

but at some time in the 

future it will be 

necessary to 

(1) update to the newest 

app version

(2) re-login in the app 

with the migrated 

account

Will continue operating 

but eventually in the 

coming months, a re-

login in the app with the 

migrated account is 

necessary

Creating new ds Cloud connection 

of dS Smart Home App to dSS (i.e. 

connection of new user or re-

connection of existing user after 

06.04.2021)

Only possible if current 

dS Cloud connection of 

dSS was created before 

06.04.2021.

Eventually support for 

this case will be 

discontinued and user 

will need to update the 

app, complete the 

account migration, and 

login into the app with 

migrated account

Not possible. 

Complete account 

migration and sign into 

app with migrated 

account

Only possible if dSS 

already hat a connection 

to dS Cloud before 

06.04.2021.

Eventually support for 

this case will be 

discontinued and user 

will need to update app, 

complete account 

migration and login into 

the app with migrated 

account

Not possible. 

Complete account 

migration and sign into 

app with migrated 

account

Not possible. Need to 

update app and login 

with migrated account

All ok Not possible. Need to 

update app and login 

with migrated account

All ok

Local connection of dS Smart Home 

App to the dSS

Alexa Skill integration

Google Home Integration

IFTTT Integration

dS legacy smart phone apps

ds-tools.net

Chart Version 1.0

Overview of impact of my.dS account migration on user's dS System.

Will continue operating. No action required by the user

Will continue operating

Will not work until account migration is completed and Alexa is re-linked to migrated my.dS account Will not work until Alexa is re-linked to migrated my.dS account

For the moment, will continue operating but eventually it will be necessary to 

(1) complete account migration

(2) re-link is necessary to  the migrated account

For the moment, will continue operating but eventually it will be necessary to 

(1) re-link is necessary to  the migrated account

For the moment, will continue operating but eventually it will be necessary to 

(1) complete account migration

(2) re-link is necessary to the migrated account

For the moment, will continue operating but eventually it will be necessary to 

(1) re-link is necessary to the migrated account

Remote access will only work for apps which already had a connection before 06.04.2021. 

Local connectivity will continue to work

Will continue working for apartments that already had a connection before 06.04.2021

New connections at the moment are not guaranteed to work correctly. We are working on this.

Not possible. (1) Update dSS AND either 

(2) complete account migration OR

(3) create new account

Only then on-board the dSS with this account

Not possible. Either 

(1) complete account migration OR

(2) create new account

Only then on-board the dSS with this account

Not possible. Update dSS and then on-board the dSS 

with migrated account

All ok. On-board the dSS with migrated account

no yes

1.17.0 or older 1.18.0 (or newer) 1.17.0 or older 1.18.0 (or newer)


